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Expanded connectivity demands 
advanced protection

The adoption of the Internet of Things (IoT) and the 

connectivity of Operational Technology (OT) have 

expanded at a remarkable pace. Connected devices deliver 

unprecedented convenience and efficiency, but bring with 

them new security risks. For companies with significant OT, 

securing these devices is particularly critical. In addition 

to the unique attack vectors and vulnerabilities they can 

introduce, these devices are mission critical: a disruption 

to an automated production line or other industrial system 

means significant lost revenue and the potential to cause 

physical harm.

Unique technological and
operational challenges

OT and IoT security have typically been managed outside 

of IT security—if they’re managed at all. Bespoke controls, 

extremely noisy environments, and the criticality of 

maintaining uptime often result in IoT security that is siloed 

and ad hoc. Setting up IoT-specific monitoring solutions can 

lead to tool sprawl and more dashboards to watch, with the 

added complexity of ensuring your security protocols don’t 

disrupt production equipment.

24/7 IoT Protection that’s part of 
a holistic security program

Ontinue IoT Security is an add-on service to Ontinue ION 

that extends continuous assessment, prevention, detection, 

and response to your IoT and OT environments. Leveraging 

Microsoft Defender for IoT, Ontinue IoT Security delivers 

24x7 monitoring of your IoT and OT assets so that you and 

your team can stop firefighting alerts and focus on higher-

value initiatives that strengthen your security posture.

Your outcomes with 
Ontinue IoT Security

IoT/OT and IT Protection Without the Noise: 
The Cyber Defense Center delivers 24/7 detection and 

response that correlates alerts across your IoT/OT and IT 

environments for maximum visibility and minimal 

false positives.

Mitigate IoT and OT-Specific Threats: 
IoT/OT-aware behavioral analysis provides insight into the 

unique threats faced by these devices, with alerts triaged 

and best practice response recommendations provided.

Maximize your Microsoft investments: 
Get the most from your Microsoft Defender for IoT 

investment with an MXDR service built specifically for the 

Microsoft Security Stack.

As the winner of the Microsoft Security MSSP of the Year, a 5-time Gold Partner and one 

of the earliest members of the Microsoft Intelligent Security Association (MISA), we know 

Microsoft security better than anyone. Ontinue ION and our add-on services are purpose-

built for the Microsoft Security ecosystem, and we’ve been recognized as a verified Microsoft 

MXDR solution provider. 

Unrivaled Expertise, Microsoft Endorsed



Ontinue ION is the MXDR service of choice for Microsoft security customers that want to accelerate MTTR, proactively reduce 
risk, and reduce costs. ION combines a cloud-native platform, AI-driven automation, and designated security and Microsoft 
expertise to get faster at detection and response, prevent threats, and optimize Microsoft security tools. 
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A new operating model for SecOps

Ontinue IoT Security provides 24/7 IoT and OT protection as part of a holistic security program, bringing connected devices into 

the virtuous security lifecycle.

With Ontinue IoT Security, you have visibility across your entire environment, including IoT/OT and IT systems. The expanded

telemetry allows Ontinue’s Cyber Defense Center—our 24x7 global security operation—to correlate alerts indicative of

threats that otherwise may go unnoticed while simultaneously minimizing the false positives arising from IoT and OT sources.

And distributed device management is no obstacle: when threats are detected in the environment, your Cyber Advisor will

collaborate directly with the right internal resources through ION for Microsoft Teams to ensure best practice responses are

enacted quickly.

Key capabilities of Ontinue IoT Security include:

• Increased environmental visibility without additional noise: By evaluating IoT and OT alerts within the context of your IT 

infrastructure, Ontinue IoT Security is able to provide maximum coverage with minimal false positives.

• OT protection without interference: Passive network sensors ensure your critical operational technology will be protected 

without the possibility of accidental downtime.

• Expert response recommendations delivered to the right team in real-time: Whether your IoT and OT is managed by IT, 

Ops, or Security, ION for Microsoft Teams will ensure the right people know what to do, when they need to do it.
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